December 16, 2013

Sent via email

Bill Damery
wdamery@utah.gov
Utah Division of Water Quality
195 North 1950 West
P.O. Box 144870
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4870
RE:

Proposed 401 Certification to Close East Culvert of the UP Causeway

Mr. Damery:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed 401 Certification on the
proposal to close the east culvert of the Union Pacific Railroad (railroad or UP) Great Salt Lake
causeway. These comments are submitted on behalf of FRIENDS of Great Salt Lake, Utah
Waterfowl Association, Western Wildlife Conservancy, Utah Airboat Association, Utah Chapter
of the Sierra Club, League of Women Voters of Salt Lake, League of Women Voters of Utah,
Bridgerland Audubon, Wasatch Audubon, and Utah Physicians for a Healthy Environment
(Collectively FRIENDS). While FRIENDS acknowledges that DWQ is responding to the railroad’s
stated need to move forward immediately with stabilizing the east culvert, given the extremely
short timeframe associated with this proposal, FRIENDS reserves the right to supplement these
comments prior to the close of the 30-day public comment period ending January 15, 2014.
Initially, FRIENDS would like to note that it is unfortunate that UP has backed itself, the
state and federal agencies, and members of the public into a corner over this closure. There is no
question that this “emergency” is a direct result of the railroad’s failure to take appropriate and
timely measures over the past three years to address problems with the culverts. Since it first
recognized the extent of the situation in early 2011, the railroad has consistently ignored
statements by state and federal agencies that the railroad should begin the process of closing the
west and east culverts with the goal of mitigating the impact of the closures on Great Salt Lake.
In its August 16, 2012 letter to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), UP made its position
clear when it stated that it only intended to build the bridge “as an accommodation to other
interests,” and that it did not “need to build the bridge to facilitate railroad operations on the
causeway.” See August 16, 2012 letter, Exhibit A, attached. Such statements reflect a lack of
understanding, appreciation and respect for the complexities of the Great Salt Lake ecosystem
and the impacts that the railroad causeway has on the Lake. PR efforts proclaiming its good
citizenry aside, because the causeway has completely and irreversibly changed the ecosystem of
the entire Lake, the railroad has a moral and legal responsibility to do all that it can to help offset

those impacts going forward. In light of this, FRIENDS fully supports the Division of Water
Quality’s (DWQ) efforts to hold the railroad accountable for its actions, and offers the following
comments on the draft 401 Certification.
The Level of Required Modeling and Mitigation is Appropriate
FRIENDS appreciates the level of effort that DWQ has expended in this matter in order to
ensure that the water quality of Great Salt Lake is protected from the proposed closures. The
organization supports DWQ’s proposal that best available science be required as a condition of
the 401 Certification, and that UP be obligated to implement extensive monitoring and mitigation
measures as part of its closure project.
DWQ Should Request that the Corps Require Union Pacific to Post a Bond to Cover the
Cost of Possible Mitigation Measures
Although FRIENDS understands that DWQ does not have the authority to require UP to
post a bond as part of its 401 Certification, the agency does have the authority to request that the
Corps require such a bond. One of the most weighty concerns expressed by various Great Sale
Lake stakeholders is that, given UP’s track record in this matter, the railroad will fail to follow
through on its commitments to undertake monitoring and mitigation as a condition of the closure
of the culverts. One practical way to allay this concern would be to require the railroad to post a
bond sufficient to cover any possible monitoring and mitigation requirements. Although DWQ
is not authorized by statute to hold such a bond, the Corps does have bonding authority and
DWQ should request that the Corps make a bond a condition of any decision to issue UP an
individual permit to close the culverts permanently.
This 401 Certification Should be Limited to the Temporary Closure of the East Culvert.
Because the specific focus of this Certification is on the temporary closure of the east
culvert due to UP’s self-inflicted emergency, DWQ should clarify that this 401 Certification is
limited to that temporary action and that a separate 401 certification shall be required for the
permanent closure of the culverts and the associated construction of the bridge required as
mitigation of those closures. While DWQ notes that the Certification is specifically tied to NWP
14 permit SPK-2011-00755, provided that the conditions outlined in the Certification are met,
the agency does not specify that UP will need to obtain a separate certification for the Individual
Permit to be issued by the Corps for the permanent closure of the culverts.
DWQ Should Limit the Extent of this “Temporary” Closure.
While the temporary closure may not violate water quality standards or cause degradation
of those standards for the Lake, such an outcome is far from certain. This becomes increasingly
true the longer the temporary closure is allowed to remain in place and permanent and adequate
mitigation is delayed. It is therefore imperative that there be a time limit in the Certification
specifying how long this “temporary” condition will be allowed to stay in place.
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While the Certification notes that the railroad is required to submit a schedule for
construction of the bridge to the Director for approval, id. at 3, there is no timeframe attached to
that requirement. This lack of specificity can also be found in the requirement that UP complete
and review the modeling that will be used to determine possible water quality impacts of the
closure of the culverts and construction of the bridge, or submit a final Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan to DWQ. Id. at 3. Such open-ended requirements, without specific dates
attached to them, gives the impression that this “temporary” condition could drag on for quite
some time. It is especially troubling to read in the Certification that the railroad is required to
“submit an annual report, by January 1 of each year, which summarizes the monitoring
results…for the previous calendar year” as part of the “interim” monitoring requirements. Draft
Certification at 2. Again, this suggests that monitoring and mitigation is years off. Plainly, a
delay of this magnitude will undermine the Certification and will guarantee that the closure will
have significant adverse impacts on water quality and beneficial uses.
As noted by Mr. Wurtsbaugh in his comments on this matter, Exhibit B, attached, a
substantial delay in providing return flow or in construction of the bridge could well cause a
rapid freshening of the South Arm with a resultant negative impact on both the brine shrimp
industry and South Arm mineral extractors. Comment on Causeway Modifications and the Great
Salt Lake’s Deep Brine Layer, Wayne Wurtsbaugh, December 13, 2013, at 1-2.
DWQ Must Require Level II Anti-Degradation Analysis
Given the immediate nature of this action, FRIENDS understands that it would be
impracticable for DWQ to require the railroad to submit a Level II anti-degradation analysis with
this 401 Certification application. However, DWQ must require UP to conduct a Level II
analysis within a reasonable timeframe as a condition of this Certification. DWQ went to great
lengths to bring its anti-degradation regulations up to date and into compliance with the Clean
Water Act and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regulations, and the agency must comply
with those regulations. The procedures outlined in R317-2-3.5(c) are mandatory unless the
Director can make a determination that such a review is not required because, inter alia, “the
water quality effects of the proposed activity are expected to be temporary and limited.”
Because there is no basis for such a determination at this time, DWQ must require compliance
with its regulations. To allow the railroad to argue that a Level II analysis is unnecessary based
on some undefined and unapproved methodology is inappropriate and sets a poor precedent.
DWQ Should Include a 10-Year Monitoring Requirement in the Certification.
As part of its draft Certification, DWQ is requiring UP to undertake monitoring for a
minimum of 5 years. Given the historic and wide fluctuations in Lake level, and the
unpredictable nature of those fluctuations, the minimum monitoring period should be extended to
10-years.
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Conclusion
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this draft 401 Certification. As always, we
very much appreciate your willingness to consider our input and to work with us towards
improving the water quality of Great Salt Lake.
Yours,

ROB DUBUC
JORO WALKER
Attorneys for FRIENDS
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Exhibit A

UNION PACIFIC RAILRO AD

1400 Douglas Street, STOP 0910
Omaha, Nebraska 6 8 1 7 9 - 0 9 1 0

Structures Design Group

P 402 544 5194
F 402 501 0478

mlmccune@up.com

August 16, 2012
File:

Bridge 739.79 Lakeside Sub
Culvert 744.94 Lakeside Sub
Culvert 750.53 Lakeside Sub

Mr. Michael Jewell
Sacramento District, Regulatory Branch
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1325 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95814-2922

Subject:

Union Pacific Railroad Causeway over the Great Salt Lake (GSL)—Culvert Failure and
Emergency Closure

Dear Mike:
Thank you for the opportunity to meet with you and Jason Gipson on August 1, 2012. As previously
mentioned, we have enjoyed an excellent working relationship with your office and appreciate your time
and effort to help us resolve this ongoing permitting issue. This letter confirms the key points we discussed
at our meeting, in which Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) requested reconsideration of its application for
approval of its previously submitted Nationwide Permit 14 Pre-Construction Notification (NWP 14 PCN).
Following is a summary of each of these points:


Declaration of emergency condition at the West Culvert requiring immediate action: UPRR
continues to monitor the east and west culverts for signs of imminent failure. A recent survey was
performed July 31, 2012, by a team of divers and geotechnical engineers. The west culvert continues
to fail, and has now separated and broken. Previous attempts to patch the culvert using a concrete
grout have failed, and we believe the collapse of the culvert is imminent. As we discussed in the
meeting, UPRR must move forward with immediate closure of the west culvert to avoid a potential
derailment due to culvert failure under traffic.



UPRR will monitor the East Culvert but wait to close it until safety conditions dictate: The east
culvert was also surveyed recently. Its condition is not as critical as the west culvert, although eventual
failure of the east culvert is inevitable. It appears that the east culvert can remain open for the short
term to continue to allow some circulation at this location. Therefore, UPRR will leave the east culvert
in place for now and continue to monitor its condition. At the point in the future that failure of the east
culvert becomes imminent, UPRR will notify the Corps of the necessity of closing it.



UPRR proposed to build the bridge as an accommodation to other interests; although UPRR is
still willing to construct the bridge, UPRR does not need to build the proposed bridge to

Mr. Michael Jewell

8/16/2012
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facilitate railroad operations on the causeway: UPRR has proposed to construct a bridge as a good
faith attempt to provide circulation to replace the circulation that could be lost as a result of the closure
of the failed culverts. The culverts were originally installed to allow boat passage through the
causeway. The Rambo Bridge project was constructed to allow water levels to equalize across the
causeway. Based on the original design parameters for the causeway, there is no engineering need for
a new bridge to ensure effective causeway operation and use. The culverts were nearly 100 percent
plugged until recent years when the Corps requested that UPRR clean and reopen them. The
protective berms installed to prevent rocks and debris from filling the culverts could be removed, and
the culverts would almost certainly fill naturally. No modeling or adaptive management was performed
when flow was re-established through the culverts and the berms were installed. UPRR is prepared to
go forward constructing the bridge as proposed and on the schedule outlined below once we receive
the Corps approval to proceed. However, we appreciate the Corps concurrence stated in our meeting
that the bridge construction need not delay any action needed to address the failing culverts for safety
reasons.


The proposed bridge is designed to accommodate worst case conditions for circulation: The
NWP 14 PCN included an Appendix C that provided the engineering design basis for the sizing of the
proposed bridge. The replacement bridge was designed for the lake elevation in early 2011, which was
near the historical low. Accordingly, this design represents a worst-case flow replacement scenario to
make sure that at least the same flow would occur through the proposed bridge at low lake elevations
as occurs through the two culverts as they currently exist; greater flow and circulation would occur
when the lake elevation is at higher levels, such as those that exist at present. The bridge cannot
feasibly be constructed in the same location as the culverts because the geotechnical conditions at the
culverts are unstable and, therefore, not acceptable for placement of the bridge. The location selected
for the proposed bridge provides the deepest water available at a geotechnically stable location while
avoiding curves on the railroad alignment.



The bridge design information submitted by UPRR supports the bridge proposal; additional
modeling previously requested is infeasible: The U.S. Geological Survey Utah Water Science
Center previously developed a salt balance model. It has been suggested that this model could be
updated and then used to simulate the effects of various-size openings in the Great Salt Lake
Causeway on the salt and water balance of the lake to support a determination as to the appropriate
size of the bridge. This suggested approach would include adaptive management to change the size of
the bridge as additional data is gathered and the model is updated following construction. As we
discussed, this suggested approach is simply not feasible. One of the greatest challenges this
proposal presents is that the model is not capable of taking account of the many significant and everchanging variables that would affect the north/south circulation, let alone the impacts of the continued
sinking of the culverts.
These variables are entirely out of the control of UPRR and the Corps. Such ever-changing conditions
make establishing the bridge size based on this modeling proposal a moving target. This proposal
would not provide a sound basis for determining the bridge size. Furthermore, given the significant
investment that must be made to design and construct the bridge, we believe the bridge size must be
established based upon the best available current information rather than providing for future
adjustments to the bridge size under an adaptive management concept.
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As discussed above, UPRR has provided significant support for its estimates that the bridge, as
designed, would provide at least the equivalent circulation when the lake is at or near its historical
lowest level—in other words during the worst case conditions for circulation. Whereas the information
contained in UPRR’s bridge proposal reflects that the bridge replaces the function of the culverts, the
suggestion to do further modeling implies that UPRR and the bridge proposal have much greater
influence on flow and salinity in the dynamic system of the Great Salt Lake than the information in the
record supports.


Bridge construction schedule: Typical fall and winter weather conditions on the Great Salt Lake
preclude beginning construction of a replacement bridge until March 2013, with construction expected
to take approximately 8 months. Expeditious issuance of an NWP 14 would provide for restoration of
interchange flows as quickly as possible.



Acreage of waters of the U.S. affected: The size of the footprint and volume of material where
removal of causeway would occur at the bridge location would more than offset the size of the footprint
of fill and volume of material placed at the culvert locations when the culverts are filled. Thus, there
would be no net loss of waters of the U.S.; rather there would be a net increase in waters of the U.S.

With the submission of these clarifying points, UPRR formally requests reconsideration of the NWP 14
PCN application by the Sacramento District Engineer. Furthermore, we hereby inform you of the imminent
need to fill the existing west culvert as an emergency action.
Yours truly,

Mark L. McCune, P.E.
Director Structures Design
cc:

Mr. Jason Gipson
United States Army Corps of Engineers
533 West 2600 South, Suite 150
Bountiful, Utah 84010

Exhibit B

Comment on Causeway Modifications and the Great Salt Lake’s Deep Brine Layer
Wayne Wurtsbaugh, Utah State University, December 13, 2013
The removal of culverts and the construction of a bridge to replace these structures present a
considerable opportunity to maintain water quality in the Great Salt Lake, and the railroad and managers
should capitalize on this possibility. Several points are pertinent.
1. The construction of the solid fill causeway in 1959 without appreciable environmental review has
had a huge impact on the lake with several negative environmental consequences. The modified
hydrology has resulted in the north arm becoming so hypersaline that few invertebrates or birds
can utilize it. This has removed approximately 45% of the lake from effective production of brine
shrimp, brine flies and birds in most years.
2. The construction of the solid fill causeway caused the formation of a deep brine layer that is a
dead zone covering more than 40% of Gilbert Bay. This layer has no oxygen, contains hydrogen
sulfide concentrations that are 15,000 times higher than the EPAs criteria for the protection of
freshwater organisms, and mercury levels that are among the highest recorded in the US (Jones
and Wurtsbaugh, In Press, Limnology and Oceanography, 2014; Appendix A). This water is highly
toxic to invertebrates, and consequently brine shrimp and brine fly production is restricted to the
upper water stratum.
3. “Lake stink” events may be caused by the release of the hydrogen sulfide from the dead zone
during high wind events. It is unlikely that significant odor problems are a normal consequence.
However, it is unclear whether the hydrogen sulfide derives from Gilbert or Farmington Bays.
4. The division of the lake into two parts has also had some beneficial aspects. For example, during
the high‐water and low salinity years of the mid‐1980s the southern basin became too diluted for
brine shrimp, but they prospered in the more saline north basin. In extreme low water years like
those in the 1960s, the entire lake might have become too saline for brine shrimp production if it
had not been divided by a causeway that allowed salts to be concentrated in the northern basin
(Null et al. 2013)
5. It is unlikely that the return flows from the north basin to the south would have been adequate
over the long‐term to maintain an optimal salinity for brine shrimp production in the south arm.
Inspection of a salinity graph (Figure 1) shows that salinities were plummeting after the
construction of the causeway, and then even more so during the extreme wet years of the mid‐
1980s. However, since then, the watershed has been in a long‐term drought and the salinity in
the south arm has been adequate for shrimp production. However, had we not been in a drought
during most of these years, the “equilibrium” salinity in the south likely would have become too
low for good shrimp production. To my knowledge, this “equilibrium” salinity for the south arm
has not been modeled, but without this information we do not know if the flows through the old
culverts were adequate to provide desired salinities in the long term. Consequently, we do not
even know if building a new bridge to replace those flows will provide a good long‐term solution
for managing salinities in the south.
6. Failure to provide for return flows, or even a substantial delay in the construction of a new bridge
could cause a rapid freshening of the south basin and the loss of brine shrimp production and

likely difficulties for the salt industries that operate in the south basin. It is imperative that proper
studies and construction of the appropriate structures occurs quickly to prevent this freshening.
7. Current scientific understanding of the dynamics of the deep brine layer is far from perfect. For
example, we do not know how much brine flows through the fill material of the causeway.
Rather, this flow has been estimated by difference from other measured parameters. This creates
considerable uncertainty in the actual flow. Additionally, we do not fully understand how the
deep brine layer influences the chemistry and the organisms in the south basin (Gilbert Bay).
Given these uncertainties, it is important that the railway and the agencies adopt an adaptive
management approach and construct new structures that will allow flexibility once we have a
better understanding of the system.
Given these points it is critical that:
1. The previous flows through the culverts not be used without question as the target for the flows
for the new bridge.
2. If the second culvert is closed, managers should utilize the interim period before bridge
construction as an experiment to understand flow dynamics and the response of the biota in the
south basin.
3. Managers recognize that the hydrology of the lake will change and that they need to be able to
adapt to those changes. For example, global warming will very likely influence runoff to the Great
Salt Lake. Likewise, water development in the basin may well reduce flows to the lake. Expansion
of mineral ponds will also change the hydrology. Managers must be adaptable to these changes
to properly manage the lake.
4. The new structure that is constructed should allow managers to adapt their management
strategy. As stated in Null et al. (2012), “If the railroad causeway separating Gilbert and Gunnison
Bays were updated with a control structure to manage the flow of water and salt, the causeway
might be a management tool to maintain salinity, aquatic life, and industry. Salt lakes worldwide
are vulnerable to changes in salinity from hydrologic variability as well as human alteration from
water regulation, land use, and climate change. A well‐managed causeway could provide some
resiliency from these changes.”
A structure that allowed controls of both surface and deep return flows would provide managers an
important tool that hopefully could help mitigate some of the problems caused by the deep brine layer,
or at a minimum, not make the situation worse.
References:
Jones, E. F. and W. A. Wurtsbaugh. 2014. The Great Salt Lake’s monimolimnion and its importance for mercury
bioaccumulation in brine shrimp (Artemia franciscana). Limnology and Oceanography 59:In press.
Null, S., W. Wurtsbaugh, and C. Miller. 2013. Can the causeway in the Great Salt Lake be used to manage salinity?
Pages 14‐15 Friends of Great Salt Lake Newsletter. Friends of Great Salt Lake, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Figure 1. Changes in the salinity of Gilbert Bay (south basin) after the construction of the railway
causeway. Note the rapid decline in salinities once the causeway was closed, indicating that insufficient
salts were being returned from the north basin via culvert and interstitial flows. Since the late 1980s we
have primarily been in a drought that has helped maintain salinity levels high and adequate for brine
shrimp production.

Appendix B. Page proofs of an in‐press (2014) article on the deep brine layer Gilbert Bay. The deep
brine layer is formed as a consequence of the railroad causeway.

